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Summary of the RFU Council meeting held 25th February 2022 
 
The paper provides a summary to Hampshire RFU stakeholders and members on the discussions held at the recent RFU Council 
attended by Terry Burwell, Hampshire Council Member 
 
Our Game  

1. RFU Community Game Recovery - Presentations were made on this project (React, Respond, Return, Reboot and Reset).   

The 5 themes recorded the support provided and decisions made over the period of the pandemic, including financial 

support and return to game roadmap.   The final phase, hopefully, is the reset of the game at all levels to help build up 

participation levels, club membership and community engagement.  HMG has made £18.2m of Grants to 512 clubs and 

£10.3m loans were made to 106 clubs, with a total government investment into rugby clubs totalling £28.5m. 

2. An overview was provided of three key concepts: the Club of the Future, the future of the contact game and the future of 

the non-contact game. This forms a wider strategic view of our game over the next decade and how our clubs and 

participants will develop over that time, as Society and leisure time changes.  Commitment was made to review (with CB 

and club volunteers) the volunteer overload and game administration to reduce / remove unnecessary tasks.   It is 

acknowledged by everyone the significant role volunteers have played in maintaining our sport’s base and position in the 

community over this challenging period. 

3. A proposal to mandate player affiliation for adult players was debated. Several concerns were raised regarding the potential 

barriers to playing this could create, the likely sanctions required and the increase in burden on volunteers. This was agreed 

in principle, subject to greater detail being provided in an implementation plan to be submitted to Council for approval.  The 

driving force behind this initiative is to connect more widely with our playing base and aggregate the data that will enable 

the RFU to target the rugby community more directly. 

4. A Game Congress will be held in the summer including club and CB volunteers to establish reset principles towards the 

23/24 season.  Details and timings have not been circulated at this point. 

 

Governance Issues 

5. Proposed Pitch Side Care Regulations were discussed, and additional work was being undertaken to ensure that clubs 

provide proportionate pitch side care without adding unrealistic costs and workloads on to clubs.  Concerns were raised on 

compliance management and the impact on lower team engagement as we work to re-establish the playing base. 

6. Global Laws Trials were debated as were Transgender policies which will be reviewed in June Council meeting. 

7. The Future Competitions Structure Group reported on work being undertaken to evolve league structure. A proposal to 

remove the 100 adult player registration limit was approved in advance of clubs opting to apply to enter the RFU leagues 

with their Lower XVs. With regards to Lower XV entries – 201 expressions of interest were received. CBs have held their 

votes with their clubs on the matter – 10 out of 28 CBs voted against allowing lower XVs into the leagues (Surrey, Sussex, 

Middlesex and Essex voted against the proposal in the London and Southeast Division). 

8. A ‘straw man’ is being developed for the new league structure and this will be circulated in illustrative form over try the 

next few weeks.  Final proposals will be developed by the Commission during April and early May.  Fixtures for 22/23 will be 

released on 15/16th June. 

9. Rob Udwin, former Council member for Middlesex, was voted in as Junior Vice-President.  The 4 co-opted members from 

underrepresented groups, had their term of office extended by a year. A scheme to significantly recognise and reward 

volunteers from the game (RFU Rose Award) was approved. 

Corporate RFU Issues 

10. WRWC 2025 - details are currently being negotiated with World Rugby and DCMS. Final agreement on England hosting this 

prestigious event will be made at the WR Council in May. 

11. Issues surrounding recent Head Injury Assessments were discussed, particularly in some of the recent high-profile cases.  A 

full report on the U20 International in Italy will be provided in due course. 

12. It was reported that Operating loss for 21/22 is predicted to be £3.5m, despite the fact that both 6Nations matches at TW 

are forecasting record revenues.  The Union is facing significant cost pressures, such as Insurance costs, Utility costs (almost 

doubling since 17/18) payroll pressures. Current debt stands at £27m and could be reduced by a further £6m in March 

2022.  Given the challenges of the past 2 years, the RFU has managed it’s finances and costs better than forecast but 

available funds remain below pre-pandemic levels. 



13. Tom Ilube, RFU Chairman, gave an overview of Board activities, including a scoping exercise that looked at potential macro 

societal trends facing the world and how that could affect rugby over the next ten years. Issues that fell out of this 

discussion were the culture of the sport, is it fit for purpose and how we engage with participants in the future. 

14. Due to 2022/23 season being a compressed season, (RWC and RWC preparations) no Premiership Cup will run. Views were 

expressed for a real need to find a clear infrastructure and pathway for junior clubs, academies, championship, and 

premiership clubs. 

15. Discussions took place on the proposed direction of travel for the Championship Strategic Review, leading into the 

renegotiation of the Premiership Club Agreement in 2024/25.  RFU Council had previously agreed to a 3 year moratorium on 

relegation from the Premiership and this provides the opportunity to look at the role and purpose of the RFU 2nd Tier 

competition. Three options were provided, a) status quo, b) a league and hybrid cup competition (such as occurs in other 

countries), and c) a hybrid league of Premiership A teams, and championship clubs. The intention is to develop a 

competition framework that provides aspiration for clubs to access the Premiership, develops our pool of players with more 

playing opportunities and provides commercial benefits, profile and revenues. It is hoped to use the next 2 seasons as a 

transition and alignment to the 24/25 season end of moratorium and new professional game agreement.. No decisions or 

votes were taken at this stage and further work on this will commence on 1st March. 

16. Discussions took place on the Women’s Game and a salary cap £120,000 per Premiership 15s club. Full details will be 

presented to Council in April. 

17. Council was provided with a 30-minute presentation  on Equity, Inclusion and Diversity as we further strengthen our policy 

and leadership in this important area. 

18. International Ticket Pricing - Discussions took place over the pricing policy for future internationals – no changes are 

expected other than inflationary rises in line with CPI.  Council members made a very strong case on the importance of not 

pricing out the club member. 
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